


I. Motivations: rigidity phenomena of manifolds

Motivation: classification of manifolds






Higher signature



In fact, these conjectures are statements about the fundamental groups π1(M).

Geometric topological approach Functional analytical approach

⸺Many positive results and no counterexamples so far.

Borel conj. Novikov conj.
on higher signatures

Gromov‑Lawson conj.
on positive scalar curvature

Farrell‑Jones conj.
(rational) strong Novikov conj.

Baum‑Connes conj.



⸺Verified for subgroups of GL(n,R) and connected Lie groups,groups that coarsely embed into Hilbert spaces, etc

Geometric topological approach Functional analytical approach

Borel conj. Novikov conj.
on higher signatures

Gromov‑Lawson conj.
on positive scalar curvature

Farrell‑Jones conj.
(rational) strong Novikov conj.

Baum‑Connes conj.



II. Our focus: groups of diffeomorphisms
LetM = closed smooth manifold

Comparing the results: pros (+) and cons (‑)
Connes: + No restrictions on the subgroups ofDiff(M).
G‑W‑Y: + No restrictions on the characteristic classes.

+ Rational strong Novikov⇒ Novikov + Gromov‑Lawson.



Assumptions on the subgroups Γ ofDiff(M):
• volume‑form‑preserving
• ω‑discrete, more precisely:

Note:
− The integral measures how far γ is from being isometric (w.r.t. g).
− The definition of ω‑discreteness is independent of g.

whereDyγ : TyN → Tγ·yN is the derivative and ∥ · ∥ is the operator norm(w.r.t. some fixed Riemannian metric g).



This removes the“volume‑form‑preserving” condition above.In this more general case, “µ‑discreteness”means:infγ′∈Γ dµ,g(γ
′γ, γ′)

γ→∞−−−−→ ∞ ,where we use a pseudometric onDiff(N):
dµ,g(φ,ψ) :=
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III. Outlook: merging two extreme cases for Γ < Diff(M)?



� �� �nonpositively curved“manifold‑like”metric spacescommon generalization of Hilbert spaces and Hadamardmanifolds
� �� �

∀/∃ x ∈ H, d(x, γ · x) γ→∞−−−−→ ∞

Obs: Γ < Diff(M) is µ‑preserving and discrete
⇒ Γ ↷ Riem(M)µ isometrically & properly. ==⇒

( “Abstract” Theorem
⇒ Theorem GWY 2021

)
.

IV. Strategy: exploit geometric properties of groups



Obs: Γ < Diff(M) is µ‑discrete
⇒ Γ ↷ Riem(M)|Z isometrically & properly where Z = Γ · µ ⊆ Prob(M).
Hence Theorem GWXY 2023+ follows from:

Key proof ingredients:
• The construction of a C∗‑algebra associated to a continuous field ofHilbert‑Hadamard spaces.
•Newdeformation& trivilization techniques toaidK‑theory computations.

V. Technical innovation: continuous fieldsof Hilbert‑Hadamard spaces



• Point of departure: Riem(M)µ is a symmetric Hilbert‑Hadamard space,i.e., ∃ inversion symmetry at every point.
•Goal: Extend the classification and structure theory of classical symmetricspaces (à laCartan; usingRiemanniangeometry&Lie theory) to this setting.
⇝ Functional analysis on nonlinear spaces!
• They appear to be related to von Neumann algebras.

VI. Related research:
∞‑dimensional symmetric spaces



谢谢！


